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ABSTRACT

This work is inspired by physical phenomena of different nature characterized by a dominant spa-
tial direction. As examples we quote river dynamics and blood flows. In these problems, relevance of
transversal (i.e., not aligned with the dominant direction) dynamics is basically related to local features
of the problem, such as an obstacle or a lake in the river stream as well as an occlusion or an aneurysm
in a vessel.

To model these situations we adopt a strategy alternative tothe geometrical multiscale method ([3,4]).
In the latter approach models with a different number of space variables are coupled. In our approach we
couple 1D models with a different level of transversal detail. We simplify the reference problem (called
full model) by tackling in a different manner the dependence of the solution on the leading direction
and on the transverse ones. The former is spanned by a classical piecewise polynomial basis. The latter
are expanded into amodal basis, which can be adapted according to the complexity of the transversal
dynamics. We end up with ahierarchy of problems (calledreduced models), distinguishing one another
for the different number of transversal modal functions. Inprinciple the reduced model can be tuned
by a suitable selection of the modal basis, thus yielding an approximate solution to the full problem as
accurate as desired. We refer to this new approach ashierarchical model reduction ([1,2]).

Final goal of this analysis is to devise a model-adaptive procedure, to automatically detect the number
of modal functions to be included in the different parts of the domain. For this purpose we first set up an
a posteriori modeling error analysis, yielding a hierarchical modeling error estimator. Then an efficient
adaptive algorithm is proposed. A domain decomposition approach is used to enforce suitable matching
conditions between the regions characterized by differentmodal bases.
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